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Abstract—Data races are often hard to detect in device drivers. According to our study of Linux driver patches that fix data races,
about 39% of patches involve a pattern that we call inconsistent locking discipline. Specifically, if a variable is accessed within two
concurrently executed functions, the sets of locks held around each access are disjoint, at least one of the locksets is non-empty, and
at least one of the involved accesses is a write, then a data race may occur. In this paper, we present a hybrid static-dynamic analysis
approach, named SDILP, to detect data races caused by inconsistent locking discipline in device drivers. SDILP has a dynamic lockset
analysis to detect data races at runtime, and a static lockset analysis to detect more data races based on the dynamic-analysis results.
It also performs a static taint analysis to reduce the number of variable accesses monitored by the dynamic analysis. Compared to our
previous dynamic approach DILP [1], introducing static analysis allows SDILP to achieve better performance and find more data races.
We evaluate SDILP on 12 drivers in Linux 5.4, and find 117 real data races, 50 of which have been confirmed by driver developers.

Index Terms—Data race, inconsistent locking discipline, device driver, static analysis, dynamic analysis.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

CONCURRENT execution in device drivers improves pro-
gram performance on modern multi-core processors,

but can introduce concurrency problems. Studies [2]–[4]
have shown that many of the reported driver bugs are
due to concurrency problems, and that these concurrency
problems are often hard to detect [3]. A common kind of
concurrency problem is a data race. A data race occurs when
multiple threads access the same memory location without
proper synchronization and at least one access is a write [5].
Data races can introduce non-determinism, making them
hard to debug, and they can cause serious problems such
as functionality errors and undefined behaviors.

Most previous approaches [6]–[19] to detecting data
races target user-level applications, and these approaches
have some important requirements satisfied by user-level
code. For example, many approaches, such as Helgrind [17],
DPST [18] and FSAM [19], require to start concurrency
analysis from a fixed entry point, such as a main() func-
tion. Besides, many approaches, such as Acculock [12],
Chord [10] and CTrigger [11], require to completely monitor
thread creation and deletion, in order to infer a happens-
before relation [20].

However, kernel-level device drivers do not satisfy these
requirements, and avoiding these requirements would re-
quire significant modification to the design and imple-
mentation of the existing user-level approaches. More im-
portantly, without these requirements, existing user-level
approaches cannot work or they may report lots of false
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results. On the one hand, existing user-level approaches that
start concurrency analysis from one fixed entry point cannot
test device drivers, as a driver does not have such a fixed
entry point [21], [22]. A possible solution is to regard kernel-
driver interfaces and interrupt-handler functions as multiple
entry points (similar to DCUAF [23]), but the concurrency
analysis of these user-level approaches would have to be
redesigned for two important reasons. First, alias analysis
starting from one entry point is ineffective for identifying
alias relationships of data flows starting from multiple en-
try points. Second, analyzing data-flow interleavings from
multiple entry points is more complex than from one entry
point. On the other hand, device drivers typically do not
run in their own threads, so it is not feasible to completely
monitor thread creation and deletion for happens-before-
relation inference by analyzing only driver code. A possible
solution is to use memory watchpoints to monitor the order
of accesses based on physical clocks. However, observing
a given order is not sufficient to ensure that the same
order must always occur. Instead, a happens-before relation
should be inferred based on logical clocks determined by
several clock conditions [14], [24], such as thread creation
and deletion order of accessed memory. Memory watch-
points can also introduce much runtime overhead. Finally, a
practical difficulty of driver race detection is that the driver
code can be interrupted, by an interrupt handler that shares
the same stack. In this case, a dynamic analysis that does
not distinguish between regions of the stack may incorrectly
consider that locks held by the driver are providing protec-
tion for the accesses of the interrupt handler.

To detect data races in kernel-level device drivers, some
previous approaches [25]–[29] use static analysis, but they
often report many false positives, due to lacking exact
runtime information about memory accesses and synchro-
nization. Several previous approaches [30]–[34] use dynamic
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analysis to detect data races in drivers. They are based on
sampling or lockset analysis. Sampling-based approaches,
such as DataCollider [30], DRDDR [31] and KCSAN [34],
check variable accesses in real time at a given sampling
frequency. However, they may miss real data races when the
sampling frequency is low, and they may introduce much
runtime overhead when the sampling frequency is high.
To avoid the dependency on the sampling frequency and
detect more data races, lockset analysis approaches, such
as Eraser [32] and KernelStrider [33], check the set of locks
protecting shared-variable accesses.

The traditional lockset analysis (Eraser) [32] is based on
the assumption that all accesses to a shared variable can
potentially be executed concurrently and thus need to be
protected by locks. Accordingly, for each variable that may
be shared (referred to subsequently as a possible shared vari-
able) v, globally across the execution, the analysis maintains
a set C(v) that contains the set of locks that are held across all
previous observed accesses to v. C(v) initially contains all of
the locks available in the system. When an access to v occurs,
C(v) is updated to the intersection of C(v) with the currently
held set of locks. A race is reported if C(v) becomes empty.
This lockset is based on an over-aggressive hypothesis that
all accesses to a given variable v can occur concurrently with
each other. However, this hypothesis is false in many cases.
For example, initialization may occur before the variable is
shared, in which case a data race is impossible. Thus, the tra-
ditional lockset analysis often reports many false positives.
Moreover, to maintain locksets, this analysis instruments all
variable accesses and monitors them, which can introduce
much runtime overhead. Besides, this analysis may miss
data races involving variables that are not accessed in a
particular execution. To address these issues, we propose
two new techniques.

First, to reduce false positives, we refine the lockset
analysis by adding more constraints on the set of variables
that are considered and the locksets that are compared.
Specifically, we only compare locksets of accesses occurring
in functions that are actually executed concurrently, thus
providing stronger evidence that the accesses may conflict.
Besides, we perform this check only when one of the ac-
cesses is a write and when one of the accesses is protected by
at least one lock (we refer to such an accessed variable as a
possible raced variable), reflecting that developers understand
a concurrent access is possible. If a variable is accessed within
two concurrently executed functions, the sets of locks held around
each access are disjoint, at least one of the locksets is non-empty,
and at least one of the involved accesses is a write, then a data
race may occur. We call the pattern causing this data race
inconsistent locking discipline, analogous to the consistent
locking discipline used to describe Eraser [32]. Compared to
the traditional lockset analysis, our strategy can drastically
reduce the number of false positives, as it only reports data
races when there is strong evidence that a race is possible.

Second, we introduce static analysis to enhance dynamic
analysis. On the one hand, to reduce the runtime overhead
of monitoring variable accesses, we perform a static taint
analysis of the driver code to identify possible shared-
variable accesses, and only instrument such accesses for
runtime monitoring, instead of all variable accesses. On the
other hand, we observe that some variable accesses have the

same contexts as the found data races, namely they access
the same variables, occur in the same function and hold the
same locks, but these accesses are not covered by dynamic
analysis. Such accesses can also cause data races, but are
missed by dynamic analysis. Based on this observation,
according to the data races found by dynamic analysis, we
perform a static lockset analysis of the driver code to detect
data races missed by dynamic analysis.

Based on the above ideas, we propose a hybrid static-
dynamic approach named SDILP, to detect data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline in device drivers. SDILP
consists of three phases. First, at compile time, SDILP per-
forms a static taint analysis of the driver code, to identify
and instrument the variable accesses affected by global vari-
ables and pointer-typed function arguments, because they
are often the source of shared variables [26], [35]. Second,
during driver execution, SDILP monitors the instrumented
variable accesses and executed driver functions. It records
information about each instrumented variable access, in-
cluding the location, lockset, accessed variable, etc., and
identifies the driver functions that are concurrently executed
at runtime. With this runtime information, SDILP performs
a dynamic lockset analysis to detect data races caused by in-
consistent locking discipline. Finally, after driver execution,
according to the data races found by the dynamic analysis,
SDILP performs a static lockset analysis of the driver code to
detect data races missed by the dynamic analysis. We have
implemented SDILP using the Clang compiler [36].

The hybrid static-dynamic analysis of SDILP is novel
for data-race detection in device drivers. In particular, this
analysis is the first to extend the race-detection results of
dynamic analysis via static analysis. Moreover, different
from existing hybrid static-dynamic approaches [37], [38]
that use static analysis to identify possible raced instruction
pairs, SDILP uses static taint analysis to identify possible
shared-variable accesses, which can help to find more data
races involving complex alias relationships missed by these
approaches. Compared to our previous approach DILP [1],
SDILP can detect more data races with less runtime over-
head, benefiting from this hybrid static-dynamic analysis.
Overall, we make four main contributions:

• We study Linux driver patches and find that about
39% of the patches fixing data races involve inconsis-
tent locking discipline, indicating that many reported
data races in device drivers are caused by this issue.

• We propose to use static analysis to enhance dynamic
analysis in data-race detection, in two respects: 1)
reducing the runtime overhead, and 2) extending the
race-detection results.

• We implement a hybrid static-dynamic approach
named SDILP, to effectively detect data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline in device drivers.

• We evaluate SDILP on 12 device drivers in Linux
3.3.1 (April 2012) and 5.4 (November 2019). SDILP
finds 165 real data races in Linux 3.3.1, and 64 of
them have been fixed in Linux 5.4. SDILP finds
117 real data races in Linux 5.4, and 50 of them
have been confirmed by driver developers. We also
compare SDILP to two existing kernel race checkers
(KernelStrider and KCSAN), and SDILP finds many
data races missed by these checkers.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
motivates our work. Section 3 introduces SDILP. Section 4
introduces the evaluation. Section 5 gives some discussion.
Section 6 presents related work, and Section 7 concludes.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we first motivate our work using a real driver
race, and then present our study of Linux driver patches.

2.1 Motivating Example
Figure 1 shows a real data race in the rtl8723ae device driver.
This data race was first introduced in Linux 3.18 (released in
December 2014). The function rtl_ps_set_rf_state can
be concurrently executed with the function rtl8723e_-
dm_watchdog. In the function rtl_ps_set_rf_state,
the variable ppsc->rfchange_inprogress is assigned
on line 167, while holding a spinlock acquired on line 166.
However, in the function rtl8723e_dm_watchdog, the
variable ppsc->rfchange_inprogress is read on line
845 without holding the spinlock. Thus, a data race on
ppsc->rfchange_inprogress may occur. This data race
has been confirmed to be harmful by the developer. In-
deed, the raced variable ppsc->rfchange_inprogress
is checked in the branch condition on line 845 and affects
the execution of various functions related to power man-
agement (line 849 and 850) that should not be used when a
driver state change is in progress. This data race was first
fixed in Linux 4.8 (released in October 2016), by acquiring
the spinlock in rtl8723e_dm_watchdog.1 Namely, it per-
sisted over 10 mainline releases (nearly 2 years).

This example illustrates the pattern of inconsistent lock-
ing discipline that may cause data races. Specifically, if a
variable is accessed within two concurrently executed functions,
the sets of locks held around each access are disjoint, at least one of
the locksets is non-empty, and at least one of the involved accesses
is a write, then a data race may occur. Compared to cases
where the two involved accesses hold no locks, inconsistent
locking discipline provides stronger evidence of concurrent
execution, because at least one of the involved accesses is
protected by a lock.

FILE: linux-3.18/drivers/net/wireless/rtlwifi/rtl8723ae/dm.c
829. void rtl8723e_dm_watchdog(...) {

  ……
+++.     spin_lock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
845.  if (... && (!ppsc->rfchange_inprogress)) {

  ......
849. rtl8723e_dm_dynamic_bb_powersaving(hw);
850. rtl8723e_dm_dynamic_txpower(hw);

  ......
855. }
+++.     spin_unlock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
856.  if (rtlpriv->btcoexist.init_set)
857. rtl_write_byte(...);
858. }

FILE: linux-3.18/drivers/net/wireless/rtlwifi/ps.c
79. bool rtl_ps_set_rf_state(...) {

  ……
165.     if (!protect_or_not) {
166.         spin_lock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
167. ppsc->rfchange_inprogress = false;
168. spin_unlock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
169.  }
170.  return actionallowed;
171. }
172. EXPORT_SYMBOL(rtl_ps_set_rf_state);

Fig. 1. A fixed data race in the rtl8723ae driver of Linux 3.18.

1. Patch link: https://patchwork.kernel.org/patch/9198639/

TABLE 1
Study result of Linux driver patches

Driver class Race Pattern Proportion
Wireless 52 16 30.8%
Ethernet 50 20 40.0%
Sound 24 10 41.7%
Multimedia 33 16 48.5%
MMC 11 4 36.4%
RDMA 82 32 39.0%
Total 252 98 38.9%

2.2 Study of Linux driver patches

To understand the proportion of reported data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline, we study Linux driver
patches in the Patchwork project for OS kernel [39], which
is used by a number of Linux kernel maintainers to collect
patches pending for the next release. We select the accepted
race-fixing patches from April 2015 to April 2018, by search-
ing the patch titles. We focus on the patches of 6 driver
classes: wireless controller, Ethernet controller, sound card,
media, MMC (multimedia card) and RDMA drivers. We
find 252 accepted patches that fix data races. Among these
patches, we manually identify those that explicitly involve
inconsistent locking discipline in the driver code. The results
are shown in Table 1, including the driver class, the number
of the accepted race-fixing patches (Race), and the number
(Pattern) and percentage (Proportion) of accepted patches
that involve inconsistent locking discipline.

From Table 1, we find that 39% of the accepted race-
fixing patches involve inconsistent locking discipline. The
remaining patches target other patterns of data races, such
as accessing the involved variable without holding any
lock or without disabling interrupts where needed. In the
patches involving inconsistent locking discipline, most data
races are fixed by: 1) adding new calls to lock and unlock
functions to protect the raced variables; or 2) moving ex-
isting calls to lock and unlock functions to a place that
can protect the raced variables. These fixes suggest that the
fixed races were introduced because: 1) the driver devel-
oper forgot that the function containing the access can be
concurrently executed with another function accessing the
same shared variable, and thus did not add lock protection;
or 2) the driver developer remembered to add some lock
protection, but the lock protection is incomplete. Indeed,
these two reasons are difficult to avoid in driver develop-
ment, as whether two variable accesses can be concurrently
executed is often hard to statically determine [21], [22],
[40], [41]. Thus, inconsistent locking discipline is likely to
be introduced, which may cause data races. Considering
that the percentage 39% is not small, even though it might
not precisely reflect the rate of such races in the Linux
kernel, we believe that it is worthy to design a specific and
effective approach to accurately detect the data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline in device drivers.

3 APPROACH

In this section, we first introduce our core idea of hybrid
static-dynamic race detection, then present the architecture
and phases of SDILP, and finally discuss its improvements
over our previous approach DILP [1].
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3.1 Core Idea

To improve the performance and race-detection coverage of
dynamic analysis, our core idea is introducing static analysis
to achieve two benefits. First, inspired by Spindle [42],
which uses static analysis to reduce the runtime overhead
of dynamic analysis in memory-error detection, we use a
static taint analysis to identify which variable accesses are
related to possible shared variables; indeed, other variable
accesses are useless in data-race detection. In this way,
we can monitor only the identified accesses, to effectively
reduce the runtime overhead of dynamic analysis. Second,
we use a static lockset analysis to detect data races that
involve the same contexts as the reported data races but
are not covered by the dynamic analysis. Besides data races,
we believe this idea is applicable to detecting other kinds of
problems via dynamic analysis.

Based on our core idea, we perform three steps to de-
tect data races caused by inconsistent locking discipline.
First, at compile time, we perform a static taint anal-
ysis of the driver code, to identify and instrument the
variable accesses affected by global variables and pointer-
typed function arguments, because they are often the source
of shared variables [26], [35]. We also instrument driver-
function entry and exit points, to help identify concurrently
executed driver functions. Second, during driver execution,
we monitor the instrumented variable accesses and exe-
cuted driver functions. We record information about each
instrumented variable access, including location, lockset,
accessed variable, etc., and identify concurrently executed
functions. With this information, we perform a dynamic
lockset analysis to detect data races caused by inconsistent
locking discipline. Finally, after driver execution, according
to data races found by the dynamic analysis, we perform a
static lockset analysis of the driver code to detect data races
missed by the dynamic analysis.

(At Compile Time)

SDILP
Runtime
Monitor

Driver Source Files

Loadable Driver Runtime Information Partial Race Report

Race
Detector

Code
Analyzer

(At Runtime)(At Runtime)

Race
Extender

(After Runtime)

Final Race Report

Fig. 2. Overall architecture of SDILP.

3.2 Architecture

Based on the idea in Section 3.1, we design a hybrid static-
dynamic approach named SDILP, to detect data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline in device drivers. We have
implemented SDILP with Clang [36], and perform analysis
and code instrumentation on driver LLVM bytecode. Figure
2 shows the architecture of SDILP, which has four parts:

• Code analyzer. This part compiles the driver source
code, performs static taint analysis and instrumenta-
tion of the driver LLVM bytecode, and finally gener-
ates a loadable driver.

• Runtime monitor. This part uses the instrumented
code to monitor driver execution and collect runtime
information. To avoid modifying the OS kernel, this
part is implemented as a kernel module.

• Race detector. This part uses dynamic lockset analy-
sis to analyze the collected runtime information and
detect data races during driver execution.

• Race extender. This part uses static lockset analysis
to detect data races missed by dynamic analysis after
driver execution, by analyzing the driver code and
the data races found by dynamic analysis.

3.3 Phases

3.3.1 Code Analysis
In this phase, SDILP performs two main tasks:

Identifying possible shared-variable accesses. In a driver
function, some kinds of variables cannot be shared by
multiple threads, such as local variables and non-pointer-
typed function arguments, and thus the accesses to such
variables are not useful to detecting data races. In fact,
shared variables are often related to global variables and
pointer-typed function arguments [26], [35]. Thus, if a vari-
able access is related to such variables, SDILP identifies it
as a possible shared-variable access and instruments this
access for runtime monitoring; otherwise, SDILP does not
handle this access. For this purpose, SDILP performs a static
taint analysis of the driver code to identify possible shared-
variable accesses at compile time.

Because SDILP is designed to detect data races, the main
challenge of our static taint analysis is how to accurately
and efficiently identify possible shared-variable accesses in
driver code. On the one hand, to reduce false negatives of
data-race detection in dynamic analysis, it is important to
identify all shared-variable accesses in static taint analysis.
For this purpose, our static taint analysis performs flow-
sensitive taint analysis to accurately identify possible shared
variables. On the other hand, a device driver has many
functions and variable accesses, and thus it is important to
reduce the analysis time. For this purpose, our static taint
analysis performs efficient intra-procedural analysis of each
driver function, and avoids infinite looping on loops and
recursive calls.

Figure 3 presents the static taint analysis for a driver
function func. It produces a set access set that collects all
instructions of possible shared-variable accesses in the func-
tion. The analysis first initializes access set to the empty set
(line 1), and then analyzes each possible code path (lines 2-
23). To avoid infinite looping on loops and recursive calls,
the analysis of a code path ends when encountering a basic
block that is already been handled in this code path. When
analyzing a code path, the analysis uses a set val set to store
all possible shared variables at the LLVM bytecode level,
and initializes this set with the pointer-typed function ar-
guments and global variables (lines 3-9). Then, the analysis
checks each instruction inst in the code path (lines 10-22).
For inst, the analysis gets its result variable res val (if inst has
no result variable, res val is a null value), the set of operands
op val set and the instruction type inst type. The analysis
checks whether op val set and val set have a non-empty
intersection, to judge whether inst has an operand identified
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Procedure: Identifying possible shared-variable accesses in the function  func 

1: access_set := ø; 
2: foreach  code_path  in  GetCodePathSet(func)  do 
3: val_set := ø; 
4: foreach  arg_val  in  GetArgPtrSet(func)  do 
5: AddSet(arg_val, val_set); 
6: end foreach 
7: foreach  global_val  in  GlobalValSet(func)  do 
8: AddSet(global_val, val_set); 
9: end foreach 

10: foreach  inst  in  GetInstSetInPath(code_path)  do 
11: res_val := GetResultVal(inst); 
12: op_val_set := GetOperandVal(inst); 
13: inst_type := GetInstType(inst); 
14: if  CheckSetIntersect(op_val_set, val_set)  then 
15: if  GetValType(res_val) == PointerType  then 
16: AddSet(res_val, val_set); 
17: end if 

 18: if  inst_type == LOAD  or  inst_type == STORE  then 
19: AddSet(inst, access_set); 
20: break; 
21: end if 
22: end foreach 
23: end foreach 

Fig. 3. Taint analysis of identifying possible shared-variable accesses.

FILE: linux-5.4/drivers/net/ethernet/broadcom/tg3.c
7915. static netdev_tx_t tg3_start_xmit(struct sk_buff *skb, 
7916.    struct net_device * dev) {
7917.     struct tg3 *tp = netdev_priv(dev);  // read dev
7918.     u32 base_flags;

  ......
7954.     base_flags = 0;  // write base_flags

  ......
8171.     tp->tx_dropped++;  // read and write tp->tx_dropped
8172.     return NETDEV_TX_OK;
8173. }

Fig. 4. Example of identifying possible shared-variable accesses.

as a possible shared variable. If so, inst is considered to be
tainted. If its result variable res val is pointer-typed, res val
is identified as a possible shared variable and added into
val set with no repetition. In this case, if inst is a read
or write operation (namely a LOAD or STORE instruction
in the LLVM bytecode), inst is identified as an instruction
accessing a possible shared variable and is added into
access set with no repetition. After the analysis, access set
stores all identified instructions for possible shared-variable
accesses, which will be instrumented and monitored.

Figure 4 illustrates the taint analysis using the tg3 driver
code. In the function tg3_start_xmit, the variables skb
and dev are pointer-typed function arguments and thus
are considered as possible shared variables. Accordingly,
on line 7917, the read operation of dev is identified as a
possible shared-variable access. Moreover, tp is assigned by
invoking a function on dev, and thus tp is tainted by dev
and identified as a possible shared variable. On line 7954,
the variable base_flags is written, but it is not tainted by
any pointer-typed function argument or global variable, and
thus its access is not identified as a possible shared-variable
access. Finally, as tp is identified as a possible shared vari-
able, the read and write operations of tp->tx_dropped on
line 8171 are identified as possible shared-variable accesses.

In fact, several static approaches [23], [25] can identify
possible raced instruction pairs, and their accessed variables
are considered to be possible shared variables. This strategy
could be useful to further reduce the runtime overhead of
dynamic analysis. However, as these approaches neglect
alias relationships in lockset analysis, many real shared
variables involving alias relationships could be unidentified,
causing related data races to be missed in dynamic analysis.
Thus, SDILP does not use this strategy, and instead uses the
taint analysis in Figure 3 to reduce false negatives.

Code instrumentation. SDILP instruments three kinds of
places in the driver LLVM bytecode:

• Calls to lock and unlock functions. SDILP uses them
to collect the locksets of variable accesses at run-
time. Specifically, SDILP uses the names of common
lock and unlock functions (like spin_lock and
mutex_lock) as described in Linux kernel docu-
ments about locking [43].

• Driver functions. SDILP instruments the entry and
exit points of each driver function, to identify con-
currently executed driver functions at runtime.

• Possible shared-variable accesses. SDILP collects infor-
mation about them for race detection at runtime.

3.3.2 Online Race Detection

In this phase, using the instrumented code, SDILP collects
runtime information and performs dynamic lockset analysis
to detect data races during driver execution.
Runtime monitoring. SDILP monitors possible shared-
variable accesses and maintains locksets for these accesses.
Moreover, SDILP monitors and identifies driver functions
that are concurrently executed. Indeed, SDILP only per-
forms lockset analysis of the variable accesses in these
functions, to reduce false positives of data-race detection. As
a function can be called from different call chains in different
concurrency contexts, SDILP collects the call chains for
concurrently-executed functions. Besides, SDILP specially
monitors interrupt handling, as interrupt handlers always
reuse the normal runtime call stack of the driver. In detail,
these kinds of information are collected as follows:

Possible shared-variable accesses. SDILP monitors each pos-
sible shared-variable access, to record the memory address
and type information (the data type, and the data structure
type and field name, if any) of the accessed variable, the
access type (read or write) and the access location. For
device drivers, a challenge of dynamic analysis is that a
variable may have the same memory address as another
variable that has already been freed by other kernel modules
invisible to dynamic analysis. To distinguish between two
variables having the same memory address, SDILP uses
their type information. For example, suppose that there are
two write operations dev->data = 5 and skb->pos =
10, where dev->data and skb->pos use the same heap-
memory address at different times in the execution. The
two variables’ data types are both integers, but their data
structure types and fields are different, and thus SDILP can
identify them as different variables.

Locksets. SDILP records the calls to lock and unlock func-
tions to collect locksets. For each such call, SDILP records
its location, the function name and the related lock object’s
memory address.

Driver functions. SDILP instruments the entry and exit
points of each driver function to collect the call chains
of variable accesses and the call chains of concurrently
executed functions. SDILP maintains a set that contains the
names of the currently executed functions and the IDs of
the currently running threads. For example, when a driver
function F1 begins to be executed, SDILP adds the function
name and running thread ID to the front of the set. While
F1 is being executed, if another driver function F2 begins
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to be executed, SDILP looks for the entry of F1 in the
set. If the running thread ID of F1 is different from that
of F2, then F1 and F2 are executed in different threads at
the same time, and thus F1 and F2 are considered to be
concurrently executed. In this case, SDILP records the call
chains of F1 and F2 as a call-chain pair of concurrently
executed functions. When F1 returns, the corresponding
entry is deleted from the set.

Interrupt handling. Hardware interrupts often occur dur-
ing driver execution, and may cause runtime monitoring
to record a call stack that mixes the interrupt context (at
the top of the stack) with the driver context (lower in the
stack) [22]. Specifically, when a hardware interrupt is raised
while a driver function is executing, the driver suspends ex-
ecuting the current function F to execute the corresponding
interrupt handler. In this case, a lock acquired in the function
F may be mistakenly considered to be used in the interrupt
handler, producing incorrect locksets. To solve this problem,
SDILP calls the specific kernel interface in_interrupt in
Linux to check whether the currently executed function is in
interrupt handling. When the driver executes an interrupt
handler, SDILP maintains a separate call chain and lockset.

Race detection. Our previous approach DILP [1] collects
runtime information in a log file during driver execution,
and performs lockset analysis of the log file after driver
execution. However, we observe that DILP introduces much
runtime overhead caused by writing to the log file when
many variable accesses occur at runtime, and thus it some-
times fails to run complex workloads normally. To solve this
problem, SDILP collects runtime information in a memory
buffer and performs an online lockset analysis, without
writing to a log file. Specifically, when a driver function F
ends its execution, given the collected runtime information,
SDILP first identifies the functions that have finished their
execution and are concurrently executed with the function
F, and then performs a lockset analysis of these functions
and F with their calling contexts. After all the functions
that are concurrently executed with the function F have
completed and been analyzed, SDILP drops the collected
runtime information about F to save memory. Compared to
DILP, SDILP has the extra runtime overhead of performing
the online lockset analysis, but it eliminates the runtime
overhead caused by writing to the log file. As a whole, in
our tests, SDILP has lower runtime overhead than DILP.

Figure 5 shows the procedure of this lockset analysis
for a function F and the set Fset containing the functions
that are concurrently executed with F and finish before
the end of the execution of F. First, SDILP identifies the
accesses to possible raced variables in F, if an access is
protected by at least one lock (lines 1-6). The information
about these accesses is collected in race access set. Second,
SDILP compares each possible raced-variable access in F
and each possible shared-variable access in Fset (lines 7-
20), and reports a data race if: 1) their accessed variables
reference the same memory address and have the same
type information; 2) the intersection between their locksets
is empty; 3) at least one of them is a write.

Separate thread for dynamic analysis. For dynamic anal-
ysis, runtime monitoring and race detection require many
extra operations, and thus executing them on the driver

1 

Procedure: Detecting data races by analyzing the runtime information 
Input: access_set – Possible shared-variable accesses in F 

con_access_set –Possible shared-variable accesses in Fset

1: race_access_set := ø; 
2: foreach  access  in  con_access_set  do 
3: if  GetLockSet(access) != ø  then 
4: AddSet(access, race_access_set); 
5: end if 
6: end foreach 
7: foreach  access  in  race_access_set  do 
8: foreach  con_access  in  con_access_set  do 
9: if  (GetAccessVar(access) == GetAccessVar(con_access)  and 

10:     GetLockSet(access) ∩ GetLockSet(con_access) == ø )  then 
11:    if  (GetAccessType(access) == WRITE  or  
12:   GetAccessType(con_access) == WRITE)  then 
13: ReportDataRace(access, con_access); 
14: end if 
15: end if 
16: end foreach 
17: end foreach 

Fig. 5. Data-race detection by analyzing the runtime information.

FILE: linux-5.4/drivers/.../iwlegacy/4965-mac.c
1641. int il4965_tx_skb(...) {

  ......
1843.     if (...)
1844.    txq->need_update = 1; //Covered
1845.     else {
1846.    wait_write_ptr = 1;
1847.    txq->need_update = 0; //Missed
1848.     }

  ......
1912. }

FILE: linux-5.4/drivers/.../broadcom/tg3.c
7915. static netdev_tx_t tg3_start_xmit(...) {

  ......
8065.     tnapi->tx_buffers[entry].skb = skb; //Covered

  ......
8077.     else if (skb_shinfo(skb)->nr_frags > 0) {

  ......
8096.    tnapi->tx_buffers[entry].skb = NULL; //Missed

  ......
8111.     }

  ......
8173. }

(a) Two data races in the iwl4965 driver (b) Two data races in the tg3 driver

Fig. 6. Example of a data race missed by dynamic analysis.

thread can introduce much runtime overhead. Moreover,
many of these extra operations require synchronization,
which can heavily affect driver concurrency. To solve these
problems, SDILP creates a separate thread to perform dy-
namic analysis. Specifically, the collected runtime infor-
mation is wrapped as a message, which is passed to the
message queue of this separate thread. This thread fetches
the messages from the message queue, to record runtime
information and perform data-race detection.

3.3.3 Offline Race Extension
In this phase, with the data races found by the dynamic
analysis, SDILP uses static lockset analysis of the driver code
after driver execution, to extend the race-detection results.

Figure 6(a) shows two real data races in the iwl4965
driver. One of them is found by the dynamic analysis but
the other one is missed. The dynamic analysis finds a data
race involving the variable txq->need_update on line
1844, as the code on this line is covered at runtime. As
shown in the code, this variable is also accessed on line
1847 with the same context (including the lockset and the
caller) as the found data race, and thus there should be
another data race on line 1847. However, the code on line
1847 is not covered at runtime, so dynamic analysis misses
this data race. In this example, the extra race is near the race
found by the dynamic analysis, but this is not always the
case. For example, Figure 6(b) shows another case in the tg3
driver. The dynamic analysis finds a data race on line 8065
at runtime, but misses another similar data race on line 8096
because the related code is not covered at runtime.

To detect such missed data races, according to the data
races found by dynamic analysis, SDILP performs a static
lockset analysis of the driver code, as shown in Figure 7.
For a variable access of a given data race, namely race access,
SDILP first identifies the function that includes this access
as caller. Then, SDILP performs intra-procedural and flow-
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1 

Procedure: Extending race-detection results using static analysis 
Input: race_access – The variable access of a given data race race 

1: caller := GetCaller(race_access); 
2: access_set := GetAccessSet(caller); 
3: foreach  access  in  access_ set  do 
4: if  (GetAccessVar(access) == GetAccessVar (race_access)  and  
5: GetLockSet(access) == GetLockSet(race_access))  then 
6: pair_race_access := GetRacePairAccess(race_access, race); 
7: if  (GetInstType(access) == WRITE  or 
8: GetInstType(pair_race access) == WRITE)  then 
9: ReportDataRace(access, pair_race_access); 

10: end if 
11: end if 
12: end foreach 

Fig. 7. Static analysis of the driver code to find data races.

sensitive analysis to collect the lockset of each variable
access in caller, and produces a resulting set access set.
After that, SDILP checks each item access in access set. If
the accessed variable and lockset of access are identical to
those of race access, namely the two accesses involve the
same variable and hold the same locks, then access may
also cause a data race. In this case, SDILP gets the variable
access paired with race access in the given data race, namely
paired race access, and reports a new data race of access and
paired race access, if at least one of them is a write operation.

3.4 Improvements over DILP
Compared to our previous approach DILP [1], SDILP in-
troduces static analysis and achieves two main benefits.
First, DILP monitors all variable accesses in the driver, and
thus it introduces much runtime overhead. To solve this
problem, SDILP performs a static taint analysis to identify
possible shared-variable accesses at compile time, and only
monitors these variable accesses at runtime. Thus, SDILP
can achieve better performance than DILP, which increases
the possibility of finding more data races in the given testing
time. Second, according to the data races found by dynamic
analysis, SDILP performs a static lockset analysis of the
driver code, to extend the results of data-race detection.
Thus, SDILP can find some data races missed by DILP.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate SDILP on Linux device drivers
and compare it to existing race-detection approaches.

4.1 Experimental Setup
To validate the effectiveness of SDILP, we evaluate it on real
Linux device drivers. The tested device drivers are selected
according to three criteria: 1) they should be commonly used
in practice; 2) they should be within the driver classes in the
study in Section 2.2, which we have found to have many
data races caused by inconsistent locking discipline; 3) they
should run as kernel modules, so that we can enable SDILP
by installing the SDILP kernel module before installing the
driver. According to these criteria, we select 12 Linux device
drivers, including 6 Ethernet controller drivers, 3 wireless
controller drivers and 3 sound card drivers. Table 2 lists
some information about the tested drivers of Linux 5.4.

The experiment runs on a common Lenovo PC with four
Intel i7-3770@3.40G processors and 8GB physical memory.
The driver source code is compiled using Clang 9.0 and

TABLE 2
Tested device drivers

Class Driver Hardware devices LOC

Ethernet

e100 Intel 82559 Ethernet Controller 3.2K
dl2k ICPlus IP1000 Ethernet Controller 2.3K
8139too Realtek RTL8139 Ethernet Controller 2.7K
3c59x 3Com 3c905B Ethernet Controller 3.4K
e1000e Intel 82572EI Ethernet Controller 29.3K
tg3 Broadcom BCM5721 Ethernet Controller 21.8K

Wireless
iwl4965 Intel 4965AGN Wireless Controller 28.8K
b43 Broadcom BCM4322 Wireless Controller 56.6K
ath9k Atheros AR5418 Wireless Controller 88.2K

Sound
cmipci C-Media CM8738 Sound Card 3.4K
maestro3 ESS ES1988 Allegro-1 Sound Card 2.8K
ens1371 Ensoniq ES1371 Sound Card 2.9K

TABLE 3
Workloads of testing drivers

Class Workload description Commands

Ethernet Network configuration ifconfig, dhcp, nmcli, route
Data transmission ping, ssh, scp, ftp, wget, iperf

Wireless Network configuration iwconfig, dhcp, nmcli, route
Data transmission ping, ssh, scp, ftp, wget, iperf

Sound Sound playing aplay, mplayer
Sound recording arecord

GCC 6.5. We test each driver 5 times, due to the non-
determinism of driver concurrency. During each test, we
install a driver in the system, and run it with workloads
on 4 threads, and finally remove it. The workloads are
shown in Table 3, and each of them is executed with a 10-
second timeout. We select these workloads because they are
commonly used and related to the tested drivers [44], [45].
Note that the numbers used in the tests (such as 5 times and
4 threads) are randomly selected with no special purpose,
and they can be changed as needed.

To validate whether SDILP can find known data races,
we use it to test the 12 drivers in an old Linux version 3.3.1
(released in April 2012). To validate whether SDILP can find
new data races, we use it to test the 12 drivers in a newer
Linux version 5.4 (released in November 2019). To show
the improvements of SDILP over our previous approach
DILP [1], we evaluate both approaches on Linux 3.3.1 in
Sections 4.2 and 4.4. In Section 4.6.1, we also experimentally
compare SDILP to two state-of-the-art kernel race checkers,
namely KernelStrider [33] and KCSAN [34]). As we focus
on detecting data races not concurrency bugs, we consider
that both benign and harmful races are real races, as done
by many existing approaches [6], [14], [15], [46].

4.2 Detecting Data Races
Table 4 shows the results of data-race detection. The column
“Access site” shows the number of instrumented variable-
access sites in the driver LLVM bytecode; the column “Race”
shows the number of found data races. As SDILP uses both
dynamic and static lockset analyses to detect data races, the
column “Race” of SDILP also shows the number of data
races found by the two analyses. From Table 4, we find that:

1) SDILP drops around 42% of the variable-access sites
instrumented by DILP. Most of the dropped variable-access
sites are only related to local variables that are unlikely to be
shared by different threads, so they are useless for data-race
detection. However, DILP instruments all variable accesses
in the driver code, including these useless variable-access
sites. Thus, SDILP can help reduce the runtime overhead of
monitoring variable accesses during dynamic analysis.
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TABLE 4
Race detection results.

Class Driver DILP (Linux 3.3.1) SDILP (Linux 3.3.1) SDILP (Linux 5.4)
Access site Race Access site Race (Dynamic+Static) Access site Race (Dynamic+Static)

Ethernet

e100 3092 2 2093 4 (1+3) 2127 16 (3+13)
dl2k 1826 2 1100 7 (4+3) 1174 8 (7+1)
8139too 1857 3 1204 3 (3+0) 1263 1 (1+0)
3c59x 3253 5 1831 16 (13+3) 1720 15 (12+3)
e1000e 18607 1 10509 37 (33+4) 11050 26 (22+4)
tg3 17013 0 10952 0 (0+0) 12310 11 (6+5)

Wireless
iwl4965 22436 0 12899 45 (37+8) 12300 27 (20+7)
b43 26126 0 15117 2 (1+1) 16912 5 (4+1)
ath9k 59903 0 32778 47 (24+23) 42706 4 (3+1)

Sound
cmipci 2744 0 1533 4 (2+2) 1570 4 (2+2)
maestro3 1615 0 951 0 (0+0) 993 0 (0+0)
ens1371 1871 0 1239 0 (0+0) 1273 0 (0+0)

Total 160343 13 92206 165 (118+47) 105398 117 (80+37)

FILE: linux-5.4/drivers/net/ethernet/intel/e100.c
847. static int e100_exec_cb(..., int (*cb_prepare)(...)) {

  ……
854. spin_lock_irqsave(...);

  ......
866. err = cb_prepare(...);  // call a function pointer

  ......
900. spin_unlock_irqrestore(...);

  ......
903. }

1072. static in e100_configure(...) {
  ......

1123.     if (nic->flags & multicast_all)
  ......

1160. }

1581. static void e100_set_multicast_list(...) {
  ......

1600.     e100_exec_cb(..., e100_configure);
  ......

1602. }

1688. static void e100_watchdog(...) {
  ......

1730.     if (...)
1731.    nic->flags |= ich_10h_workaround; // Static analysis
1732.     else
1733.    nic->flags &= ~ich_10h_workaround; // Dynamic analysis

  ......
1737. }

Fig. 8. Two found data races in the e100 driver.

2) SDILP finds 165 and 117 data races in the tested
drivers of Linux 3.3.1 and 5.4, respectively. We manually
check these data races, and identify that all of them are real.
We also find that 64 of the data races in Linux 3.3.1 have
been fixed in Linux 5.4. Thus, SDILP can find known data
races. We have reported the data races found in Linux 5.4
to the related driver developers, and 50 of them have been
confirmed. We have not yet received a reply for the others.
Thus, SDILP can find new data races.

3) Among the data races found by SDILP, 47 of 165 in
Linux 3.3.1 and 37 of 117 in Linux 5.4 are found by the
static lockset analysis, because the variable accesses of these
data races are not covered by our test workloads at runtime
but have the same context as the variable accesses of a data
race found by dynamic analysis. These results show that the
static lockset analysis of SDILP is effective in finding data
races missed by dynamic analysis.

Figure 8 presents two data races found by SDILP in
the Linux 5.4 e100 Ethernet controller driver. The func-
tion e100_set_multicast_list calls e100_exec_cb
with a function pointer argument referencing e100_-
configure on line 1600. The function e100_exec_cb calls
spin_lock_irqsave to acquire a spinlock, and then calls
e100_configure via the function pointer argument on
line 866. The function e100_configure reads the variable
nic->flags in a branch condition on line 1123. Dur-
ing driver execution, the mentioned function call chain is
concurrently executed with that of the function e100_-

watchdog, in which the variable nic->flags is written on
line 1733 without lock protection. SDILP reports a data race
here. After driver execution, SDILP performs static lockset
analysis, and finds that nic->flags is also written on line
1731, while holding the same locks as the write operation on
line 1733. Thus, SDILP also reports a data race on line 1731.

4) For the tested drivers of Linux 3.3.1, SDILP finds all
the data races found by DILP, and it also finds 152 data races
missed by DILP for two reasons. First, SDILP uses a static
taint analysis to reduce the runtime overhead of dynamic
analysis, and thus it can more efficiently execute the test
workloads, which increases the probability of finding more
data races in a given testing time. This reason helps SDILP
find 106 data races missed by DILP. Second, SDILP uses
a static lockset analysis to detect data races missed by the
dynamic analysis. This reason helps SDILP find 46 data
races missed by DILP.

5) We check the 13 data races found by DILP in Linux
3.3.1, and find that 4 of them (2 in dl2k and 2 in 8139too)
have been fixed in Linux 5.4. Besides these 4 data races,
SDILP also finds 60 data races fixed in Linux 5.4 but missed
by DILP. Interestingly, according to the 4 fixed data races
found by DILP, SDILP’s static lockset analysis finds 3 ad-
ditional data races (in dl2k) by extending these data races.
These 3 data races are fixed in the same patch as those 4
data races in Linux 5.4.

6) Among the 47 races found by static lockset analysis
in Linux 3.3.1, 37 races are fixed in Linux 5.4. 25 of these
37 races are fixed in the same patches as 27 races found
by dynamic lockset analysis, and 12 remaining races are
fixed in other patches. Among the 37 races found by static
lockset analysis in Linux 5.4, 24 have been confirmed by
developers. 18 of the confirmed data races have been fixed.
All these 18 fixed races are fixed in the same patches as 20
races found by dynamic lockset analysis. Indeed, for each
tested driver, we reported all the data races found by SDILP
to the developers, without describing which data races are
found by dynamic or static lockest analysis. For this reason,
the developers confirmed or fixed these data races together,
without knowing how the data races were originally found.

Reviewing the data races found by SDILP, we find that:
1) Interrupt handling is a significant source of the found

data races. Specifically, 117 data races in Linux 3.3.1 and 66
data races in Linux 5.4 occur in interrupt handlers. Indeed,
developers may overlook the driver concurrency introduced
by interrupt handling, causing these data races.
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2) Many of the found data races involve function point-
ers in the concurrently-executed function-call chains. Specif-
ically, 39 data races in Linux 3.3.1 and 21 data races in Linux
5.4 have this property. The two data races shown in Figure 8
are such examples. Without exact runtime information, it
is often hard to correctly identify the set of functions ref-
erenced by a function-pointer call, making such data races
hard to find by statically checking the driver code.

3) All the found data races involve data structure fields.
An example is the raced variable nic->flags in Figure 8.
To share variables in different driver functions executed on
different threads, device drivers often wrap these variables
in specific data structures, and pass pointers to these data
structures as function arguments. Thus, device drivers often
access shared variables via data structure fields.

4.3 Impact of the Found Data Races

We estimate the impact of the found data races, from two
points of view. On the one hand, for control flow, if the
raced variable is in the branch condition (such as ”if” and
”while”), the related data race is identified to be harmful,
because it affects the control flow. On the other hand, for
data flow, if the raced variable is an array index or pointer-
access offset, the related data race is identified to be harmful,
because it affects the access to array element or pointer
at runtime, which can cause unexpected behaviors of the
driver. Among the 165 data races found in Linux 3.3.1, we
identify that 94 of them to be harmful, including the 64 data
races fixed in Linux 5.4; among the 117 data races found
in Linux 5.4, we identify that 65 of them can be harmful,
including the 50 data races confirmed by driver developers.

For the 94 harmful data races in Linux 3.3.1, 62 can
influence control flow and 32 can influence data flow; for the
65 harmful data races in Linux 5.4, 45 can influence control
flow and 20 can influence data flow. In our experience,
developers are more likely to fix such harmful data races, as
they have high impact on data flow and control flow, which
can cause reliability and security problems at runtime. As
for benign data races, developers tend not to handle or fix
benign data races, for two reasons. First, their impact on
data flow and control flow is low, and thus race conditions
are allowed at runtime. Second, adding locks to fix benign
data races may also degrade program performance.

Figure 9 shows a harmful data race found by SDILP
in the Linux 5.4 cmipci sound card driver. During our
runtime testing, the functions snd_cmipci_pcm_trigger
and snd_cmipci_interrupt are concurrently executed.
SDILP detects that the write of rec->running on line 897
and the read of cm->channel[0].running on line 1454
access the same data, but the write is protected by the
spinlock cm->reg_lock while the read is not, and thus
a data race can occur. The write on line 897 is performed
when the sound is being stopped, and the read on line
1454 is performed when the interrupt is handled. Thus,
due to this data race, when the sound is being stopped
and the interrupt is handled at the same time, the variable
cm->channel[0].running can be non-zero, and thus the
function snd_pcm_period_elapsed on line 1455 can be
called to update the PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) status
and sound card buffer. However, in fact, when the sound is

FILE: linux-3.18/drivers/net/wireless/rtlwifi/rtl8723ae/dm.c
829. void rtl8723e_dm_watchdog(...) {

  ……
+++.     spin_lock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
845.   if (... && (!ppsc->rfchange_inprogress)) {

          ......
855. }
+++.     spin_unlock(&rtlpriv->locks.rf_ps_lock);
856.   if (rtlpriv->btcoexist.init_set)
857.    rtl_write_byte(...);
858. }

FILE: linux-5.4/sound/pci/cmipci.c
  874. static int snd_cmipci_pcm_trigger {

    ……
  885.     spin_lock(&cm->reg_lock);
          ......
  896.   case SNDRV_PCM_TRIGGER_STOP:  // Stop the sound
897.    rec->running = 0;

          ......
  920.     spin_unlock(&cm->reg_lock);
  921.    return result;
  922. }

1430. static irqreturn_t snd_cmipci_interrupt(...) {
  ......

1454.     if ((status & CM_CHINT0) && cm->channel[0].running)
1455.    snd_pcm_period_elapsed(...);  // Update the PCM status

  ......
1460. }

Fig. 9. A harmful data race in the cmipci driver.

TABLE 5
Performance results.

Driver Original DILP SDILP
Throughput CPU Throughput CPU Throughput CPU

e100 94.1Mb/s 1.5% 7.5Mb/s 12.7% 45.5Mb/s 9.5%
dl2k 94.0Mb/s 2.2% 12.3Mb/s 10.4% 85.5Mb/s 7.8%
8139too 90.6Mb/s 1.4% 43.6Mb/s 8.5% 75.3Mb/s 3.9%
3c59x 94.1Mb/s 1.7% 16.5Mb/s 16.4% 36.1Mb/s 13.5%
e1000e 93.9Mb/s 1.3% 7.8Mb/s 10.9% 46.1Mb/s 8.6%
tg3 94.1Mb/s 1.3% 24.7Mb/s 11.5% 83.1Mb/s 11.1%
iwl4965 13.5Mb/s 1.7% 1.2Mb/s 12.1% 8.7Mb/s 10.3%
b43 12.6Mb/s 1.6% 2.2Mb/s 12.8% 8.1Mb/s 10.8%
ath9k 13.4Mb/s 1.7% 1.5Mb/s 12.7% 7.4Mb/s 9.5%
cmipci - 0.5% - 1.7% - 1.0%
maestro3 - 0.7% - 3.1% - 1.9%
ens1371 - 0.7% - 3.5% - 1.8%

not played, the PCM status and sound card buffer should
not be updated. Otherwise, if the sound is started again, the
PCM status and sound card buffer may be incorrect, which
can cause the sound to be played abnormally. The related
driver developer also confirmed the harmfulness of this race
and said it could damage the sound card’s functionality.

At present, we manually estimate the impact of the data
races found by SDILP. Several existing approaches [47]–
[49] can automatically classify data races by their impact,
through analyzing the source code. These approaches are
orthogonal to SDILP, and they can be used to reduce the
manual work of identifying harmful races found by SDILP.

4.4 Runtime Overhead

We measure the runtime overhead introduced by SDILP, to
check whether it can significantly impact driver execution.
To quantify the runtime overhead, we use common bench-
marks to measure the performance of the original drivers
and the drivers instrumented by SDILP. Moreover, to quan-
tify the value of SDILP’s static analysis used for reducing
runtime overhead, we also measure the performance of the
drivers instrumented by DILP.

For the Ethernet controller drivers and wireless con-
troller drivers, we use netperf [50] to measure the network
throughput and CPU utilization when sending 128-byte
TCP bulk data blocks. For sound card drivers, we measure
the CPU utilization when playing and recording a wave file
for thirty seconds. We test each device driver 5 times, and
calculate the average value of the network throughput and
CPU utilization. Table 5 shows the results. We find that:

1) The runtime overhead introduced by SDILP is 3.7x on
average. Specifically, the network throughput of the Ether-
net controller and wireless controller drivers is decreased by
1/1.7 (the overhead is 1.7x), and the CPU utilization of all
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Fig. 10. Result variation for the numbers of workload threads and tests.

tested drivers is increased by 5.3x. This runtime overhead is
lower than many previous dynamic-analysis approaches to
detecting data races in kernel-level programs, such as Intel’s
Thread Checker [51] that introduces 200x runtime overhead
and Eraser [32] that introduces 10x-30x runtime overhead.

2) SDILP achieves lower runtime overhead than DILP.
Specifically, for DILP, the network throughput of the Ether-
net controller and wireless controller drivers is decreased by
1/7.5 (the overhead is 7.5x), and the CPU utilization of all
tested drivers is increased by 6.8x. The runtime overhead
introduced by DILP is 7.2x on average, which is about
double the runtime overhead introduced by SDILP. Dur-
ing driver execution, DILP monitors all variable accesses
at runtime, while SDILP only monitors possible shared-
variable accesses identified by static analysis as involving
global variables or pointer-typed function arguments. Thus,
SDILP monitors much fewer variable accesses than DILP,
which greatly reduces the runtime overhead.

4.5 Result Variation
As described in Section 4.1, we test each driver 5 times
and run each workload with 4 threads. To check how these
numbers affect race-detection results of SDILP, we perform
two experiments. First, we test each driver 1-6 times, and
still run each workload with 4 threads. Second, we still test
each driver 5 times, and run each workload with 1-6 threads.
Figure 10 shows the results for the 12 drivers of Linux 5.4.

We find that increasing the numbers of workload threads
or tests enables finding more data races, as more thread
interleavings can be covered. However, such benefit be-
comes smaller as the numbers of workload threads or tests
increase, because fewer and fewer new thread interleavings
are covered. For this reason, blindly increasing the numbers
of workload threads and tests cannot always obviously ben-
efit data-race detection in real-world experiments. Besides,
we note that SDILP still finds 30 data races when each
workload is run with just one thread. Indeed, even a single-
thread workload can involve multiple kernel threads and
trigger driver interrupt handling, which can in turn cause
data races in drivers.

4.6 Comparison to Existing Approaches
In this subsection, we focus on comparing SDILP to existing
race-detection approaches that can test Linux device drivers.

4.6.1 KernelStrider and KCSAN
KernelStrider [33] is an open-source data-race checker used
for Linux kernel modules. Its race-detection strategy is
similar to that of SDILP, namely first intercepting variable
accesses to collect runtime information during driver execu-
tion and then detecting data races according to the collected
information with a lockset analysis. Note that different from

TABLE 6
Comparison results of data-race detection

Driver
Linux 3.3.1 Linux 5.4

KernelStrider
(fixed/real/all)

SDILP
(fixed/real/all)

KCSAN
(confirmed/real/all)

SDILP
(confirmed/real/all)

e100 0/0/6 0/4/4 1/1/1 16/16/16
dl2k 1/1/15 7/7/7 2/2/2 8/8/8
8139too 0/0/4 3/3/3 0/0/0 1/1/1
3c59x 0/1/16 3/16/16 0/0/0 0/15/15
e1000e 3/3/85 12/37/37 1/1/1 7/26/26
tg3 0/0/47 0/0/0 1/1/1 5/11/11
Total 4/5/173 25/67/67 5/5/5 37/77/77

TABLE 7
Comparison results of performance.

Driver Original KernelStrider KCSAN SDILP
Throughput CPU Throughput CPU Throughput CPU Throughput CPU

e100 94.1Mb/s 1.5% 94.0Mb/s 3.5% 80.3Mb/s 6.3% 45.5Mb/s 9.5%
dl2k 94.0Mb/s 2.2% 94.0Mb/s 5.3% 90.5Mb/s 5.8% 85.5Mb/s 7.8%
8139too 90.6Mb/s 1.4% 90.5Mb/s 2.8% 79.6Mb/s 3.2% 75.3Mb/s 3.9%
3c59x 94.1Mb/s 1.7% 94.1Mb/s 5.2% 75.2Mb/s 6.3% 36.1Mb/s 13.5%
e1000e 93.9Mb/s 1.3% 93.9Mb/s 3.5% 77.5Mb/s 4.6% 46.1Mb/s 8.6%
tg3 94.1Mb/s 1.3% 94.0Mb/s 3.8% 85.5Mb/s 5.2% 83.1Mb/s 11.1%

SDILP, KernelStrider only performs lockset analysis after
program execution. In design, SDILP has four important
advantages compared to KernelStrider:

1) KernelStrider relies on static information about kernel
interfaces, such as the function type and the function name,
that is hard-coded in the implementation of KernelStrider.
However, this information is specific to each kernel version.
The most recent Linux kernel version that KernelStrider
supports is Linux 4.5.2 We have tried to run KernelStrider on
the drivers we have tested in Linux 5.4, but it fails because
the static information of many kernel interfaces is outdated.
SDILP does not rely on hard-coded information. Instead,
it automatically analyzes the driver code to perform code
instrumentation. Thus, SDILP can conveniently test device
drivers of different kernel versions.

2) KernelStrider does not identify which driver functions
are concurrently executed. Thus, it may report false data
races when the involved driver functions are never con-
currently executed. SDILP monitors the execution of driver
functions, and identifies concurrently executed functions to
reduce false positives in race detection.

3) KernelStrider uses the interrupt status to maintain
function call chains, but does not use this status to maintain
locksets. Thus, the locksets maintained by KernelStrider
may be incorrect when interrupts occur. SDILP uses the
interrupt status to maintain both function call chains and
locksets, which can reduce the possibility of reporting false
data races involving interrupt handling.

4) KernelStrider relies only on dynamic analysis. Besides
dynamic analysis, SDILP also uses a static lockset analysis
to extend the race-detection results of dynamic analysis.

With some manual configuration, we have successfully
run KernelStrider to test the six Ethernet controller drivers
of Linux 3.3.1 that are tested by SDILP. The remaining six
drivers are not Ethernet controller drivers, and supporting
them would require extra manual work. These six drivers
are tested with the same workloads (shown in Table 3) as
for SDILP. Table 6 shows the results of data-race detection.

2. https://github.com/euspectre/kernel-strider/issues/6
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We find that most of the data races found by Kernel-
Strider are false, either because the related driver functions
are never concurrently executed, or because the maintained
locksets are incorrect when interrupts occur. On the one
hand, among the 5 real data races found by KernelStrider,
one is also found by SDILP. The other 4 data races are
missed by SDILP, because the involved variable accesses are
not protected by any lock, namely they are not caused by
inconsistent locking discipline. On the other hand, 66 real
data races found by SDILP are missed by KernelStrider.
We infer that KernelStrider misses these races because it
maintains incorrect locksets at runtime, especially when
analyzing interrupt handling functions. In summary, SDILP
achieves a lower false positive rate than KernelStrider, and
finds many data races missed by KernelStrider.

Among the 5 real data races found by KernelStrider, 4
have been fixed in Linux 5.4, including one found by SDILP;
among the 67 real data races found by SDILP, 25 have been
fixed in Linux 5.4, including 24 missed by KernelStrider.

KCSAN [34] is an open-source data-race checker that has
been integrated in the Linux kernel since October 2019.
While SDILP uses lockset analysis, KCSAN uses code break-
points and a sampling strategy to monitor memory accesses
and catch data races at runtime. It is similar to DataCol-
lider [30]. We have successfully run KCSAN to test the six
Ethernet controller drivers in Table 6 in Linux 5.4, as KCSAN
does not support old kernel versions like Linux 3.3.1. These
six drivers are tested with the same workloads (shown in
Table 3) as for SDILP.

We find that the 5 real data races found by KCSAN are all
found by SDILP, and SDILP finds 72 real data races missed
by KCSAN. Indeed, KCSAN uses hardware breakpoints to
inspect memory-access instruction pairs, but catching two
concurrently-executed instructions that have race conditions
is difficult in practice, due to the non-determinism of thread
interleavings. By using dynamic and static lockset analysis,
SDILP extends the race-detection scope to all the memory
accesses in concurrently-executed functions, which can find
many data races missed by KCSAN.

Besides, the 5 real data races found by KCSAN are all
confirmed by driver developers; among the 77 real data
races found by SDILP, 37 of them have been fixed in Linux
5.4, including the 5 found by KCSAN.

Runtime overhead. Identical to Section 4.4, we measure the
network throughput and CPU utilization when sending 128-
byte TCP bulk data blocks, to calculate runtime overhead.
Table 7 shows the detailed results.

We find that SDILP introduces higher runtime overhead
than KernelStrider and KCSAN. Specifically, KernelStrider
hardly decreases the network throughput, and increases the
CPU utilization by 2.6x, so its average runtime overhead
is 1.3x; KCSAN decreases the network throughput by 1.2x,
and increases the CPU utilization by 3.4x, so its average run-
time overhead is 2.3x; SDILP decreases network throughput
by 1.7x, and increases the CPU utilization by 5.9x, so its
average runtime overhead is 3.8x. Indeed, compared to Ker-
nelStrider and KCSAN, SDILP performs more operations
during execution, such as collecting concurrently-executed
functions, maintaining interrupt status and performing on-
line lockset analysis.

Usability analysis. KernelStrider relies on static information
about kernel interfaces, which is specific to each kernel
version. Namely, the user needs to manually provide such
information in KernelStrider when testing drivers in a new
kernel version. By default, KCSAN is disabled in the Linux
kernel, and thus the user needs to manually re-compile
the kernel source code and open the kernel debugging op-
tion. Different from KernelStrider and KCSAN, SDILP can
automatically run in different kernel versions without the
need to re-compile the kernel source code. Thus, we believe
that SDILP should be easier to use than KernelStrider and
KCSAN in actual driver testing.

4.6.2 Other Approaches

Similar to SDILP, several existing approaches [37], [38] also
integrate static analysis and dynamic analysis for data-
race detection. Specifically, these approaches first perform
static analysis to identify and instrument possible raced
instruction pairs in the code, and then perform dynamic
analysis to detect data races by monitoring these possible
raced instruction pairs during execution. SDILP has two
main differences from these approaches:

1) Due to the inaccuracy of alias analysis, their static
analysis can miss real raced instruction pairs involving
complex alias relationships, causing related data races to
be missed by dynamic analysis. By contrast, the static taint
analysis of SDILP over-approximates the set of possible
shared-variable accesses, without taking into account alias
relationships, and thus we believe that SDILP could find
data races missed by these approaches. However, due to
the differences in the static analyses, SDILP instruments
and monitors more variable accesses than these approaches,
causing SDILP to introduce more runtime overhead in dy-
namic analysis.

2) SDILP also uses a static lockset analysis to extend the
race-detection results of dynamic analysis, which is new for
these approaches.

As the approach of Choi et al. [37] is not open-source,
we cannot experimentally compare to it. As for Razzer [38],
we successfully run it with its source code [52] to test the six
drivers of Linux 5.4 in Table 7 for 24 hours. Razzer only finds
memory bugs and warnings caused by race conditions, and
it has no race checker to find data races. In the experiments,
Razzer finds no race bugs in these drivers.

4.6.3 False Negative Analysis

SDILP can still miss some real data races found by several
existing race-detection approaches, for two reasons. First,
SDILP only detects data races caused by inconsistent locking
discipline, and thus if the raced variable accesses are not
protected by any lock, SDILP cannot find related data races.
This is why SDILP misses four real data races found by
KernelStrider [33], as described in Section 4.6.1. Second,
SDILP can only find data races whose caller functions are
concurrently executed at runtime. In comparison, Eraser [32]
does not have this requirement, and thus it can find data
races whose caller functions are not observed to be concur-
rently executed at runtime. Eraser, however, has many more
false positives than SDILP due to no concurrency checking
of variable accesses.
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5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the threats to validity, race-
detection coveage and generality of SDILP.

5.1 Threats to Validity
The main threats to internal validity are about the lock
synchronization mechanism and concurrency analysis of
SDILP. Firstly, because SDILP is a lockset analysis approach,
it cannot detect data races involving other synchronization
mechanisms, such as memory barriers. Secondly, SDILP
requires an accurate lockset analysis to check whether each
pair of instructions in the two functions can be concurrently
executed. Thus, if any lock primitive is missed or the lockset
analysis is inaccurate, SDILP may find false data races.
Thirdly, SDILP only detects data races caused by inconsis-
tent locking discipline, and it cannot detect other patterns of
data races, such as those whose involved variable accesses
are not protected by any lock.

The main threats to external validity are about runtime
overhead and code coverage. Firstly, though SDILP uses
some techniques to reduce runtime overhead, it still intro-
duces 3.7x runtime overhead on average in our evaluation.
This runtime overhead may affect driver concurrency dur-
ing testing, and thus SDILP may miss some real data races.
Secondly, because SDILP needs to actually run the drivers,
its code coverage heavily relies on the tested workloads and
driver configuration. In the experiment, we only use com-
mon workloads and specific configurations to test drivers in
normal cases. Thus, only some normal-execution code paths
are covered. However, many infrequently-executed code
paths (such as error handling code paths) are not covered,
and thus some real data races may be missed, though SDILP
uses a static lockset analysis to extend race-detection results.

5.2 Race-Detection Coverage
Despite some use of static analysis, SDILP is in essence a
dynamic analysis approach, so it requires associated hard-
ware devices to actually run the tested drivers and requires
sufficient test workloads to cover concurrently executed
code. These requirements are often hard to satisfy in prac-
tice. Moreover, the static lockset analysis of SDILP is intra-
procedural, and it just extends the race-detection results of
dynamic analysis, without analyzing the whole driver code,
and thus real data races can be still missed. We believe that
exploiting software fault injection (SFI) [53] and fuzzing [54]
to test drivers with virtual devices [55] can help to find more
data races without the associated hardware devices.

Besides, we believe that SDILP can detect general data
races, if we drop the constraint that one of the two variable
accesses is protected by at least one lock. This constraint,
however, increases the confidence in the results, as it can
reflect a strong evidence that developers understand that a
concurrent access is possible. If this constraint is dropped,
SDILP may report many false positives.

5.3 Generality
In fact, besides device drivers, we find that many of re-
ported data races in other programs are also caused by
inconsistent locking discipline. For example, we select the

accepted race-fixing patches of three common programs
(FFmpeg libraries [56], QEMU emulator [57] and Linux
NFS filesystem [58]) in the Patchwork project from April
2015 to April 2018, by searching the patch titles. We get 80
such patches, and we find that 27 of these patches involve
inconsistent locking discipline, resulting in a percentage
of 34%. This percentage is close to that of device drivers
(39% shown in Section 2.2). Thus, besides device drivers,
we believe that SDILP is applicable to other multi-threaded
programs, because they also have many data races caused
by inconsistent locking discipline.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce the related work and discuss
the differences between SDILP and existing approaches.

6.1 Dynamic Analysis
Many approaches use dynamic analysis to detect data races
with runtime information. They are based on the happens-
before relation [20], sampling [59] or a lockset analysis [32].

Happens-before-based approaches [24], [60]–[62] track
memory addresses and synchronization events to infer
the temporal happens-before relation between two events.
When two conflicting memory accesses α and β involve the
same memory location, and neither α happens before β nor
β happens before α, a data race may occur. Djit+ [24] uses
vector time frames to track each shared-variable access, and
checks whether this access has the happens-before relation
with prior accesses to the shared variable. These approaches
report no false positives, but they often miss many real data
races, and introduce much overhead due to tracking and
inferring the happens-before relation at runtime. To the best
of our best knowledge, no happens-before-based approach
has been used to test device drivers.

Sampling-based approaches [6], [8], [15], [30], [31], [34]
monitor variable accesses at intervals instead of tracking all
variable accesses, and thus they can achieve better perfor-
mance than happens-before-based approaches. LiteRace [15]
is an effective sampling-based approach to detect data races
in user-level applications. It uses adaptive sampling to
track infrequently accessed regions in the program, and
detects related data races. DataCollider [30] is a well-known
sampling-based approach to detect data races in the Win-
dows kernel. It randomly samples a small set of memory
accesses. To increase the possibility of capturing concurrent
accesses to the same memory addresses, it delays the current
thread for a short time. It uses hardware breakpoints to set
data breakpoints at the access location to trap any second
access during the delay; such a second access indicates a
real race. However, these approaches may miss many real
races when the sampling frequency is low and have much
runtime overhead when the sampling frequency is high.

Lockset analysis approaches [13], [16], [32], [33], [63]–[65]
maintain locksets of shared variables and running threads,
and detect data races by computing the intersection between
the locksets of each accessed shared variable and its running
thread. However, previous lockset analysis approaches of-
ten report many false positives, because they cannot ensure
that the shared variables involved in the reported data races
are actually concurrently accessed at runtime.
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Our approach SDILP is based on lockset analysis, but
it includes several novel features to reduce false positives.
First, SDILP identifies the functions that are concurrently
executed, and only performs lockset analysis of the memory
accesses occurring in these functions. Second, specific to de-
vice drivers, SDILP considers interrupt handling, to reduce
the possibility of reporting false races related to interrupts.
Besides, SDILP introduces static analysis to reduce the run-
time overhead of monitoring variable accesses and to detect
more data races according to the dynamic-analysis results.

6.2 Static Analysis
Many approaches use static analysis to detect concurrency
bugs without actually running the program. They are based
on flow-insensitive type-based analysis (such as [66]–[68]) or
flow-sensitive lockset analysis (such as [25], [35], [69]). For
example, Flanagan et al. [66] propose a type-based analysis
approach for Java programs. This approach introduces type
annotations to capture synchronization patterns, and detects
data races according to these patterns. RacerX [25] is a well-
known static lockset analysis approach that detects data
races and deadlocks in OS kernel code. It first extracts
control flow graphs and variable information from source
files. Then, it exploits an inter-procedual, flow-sensitive and
context-sensitive analysis to compute locksets in code paths
and detect data races. Finally, it post-processes and ranks
the results to generate data-race reports. DCUAF [23] is a
static lockset analysis approach to detecting concurrency
use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers. It first analyzes
each driver’s code, and then statistically analyzes the results
of all drivers to statically extract the pairs of driver interface
functions that may be concurrently executed. With these
function pairs, it performs a static summary-based lockset
analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. Besides,
some static approaches (such as RacerD [70] and SharC [71])
rely on the user’s annotations to indicate concurrent code
points and shared variables for data-race detection.

Static analysis can conveniently detect data races with-
out running the tested programs, but it often reports many
false positives due to lacking exact runtime information
about concurrent execution. Even so, static analysis can help
dynamic analysis to reduce runtime overhead and extend
the race-detection results. SDILP uses this idea and has
shown promising results.

6.3 Hybrid Static-Dynamic Analysis
Similar to SDILP, several approaches [37], [38] also integrate
static analysis and dynamic analysis for data-race detection.
They first perform static analysis to identify and instru-
ment possible raced instruction pairs in the code, and then
perform dynamic analysis to detect data races by moni-
toring these possible raced instruction pairs. The biggest
difference between SDILP and existing hybrid approaches
is that SDILP uses a static lockset analysis to extend the
race-detection results of dynamic analysis, which is new for
existing hybrid approaches. Moreover, SDILP and existing
hybrid approaches use different static analyses to reduce
the set of instructions monitored during dynamic analysis.
Existing hybrid approaches perform static analysis to iden-
tify and instrument possible raced instruction pairs, while

SDILP performs taint analysis to identify and instrument
possible shared-variable accesses. The static analysis of ex-
isting hybrid approaches can identify fewer instructions
as relevant than SDILP’s taint analysis, and thus existing
hybrid approaches can achieve less runtime overhead for
dynamic analysis. However, alias analysis of concurrent
code is much more complex and less accurate than taint
analysis of sequential code [19], and thus existing hybrid
approaches may miss some real raced instruction pairs
involving complex alias relationships, causing related data
races to be missed by dynamic analysis. Because the goal
of SDILP’s taint analysis is to identify shared-variable ac-
cesses from sequential code, not to identify possible raced
instruction pairs from concurrent code, using SDILP’s taint
analysis in existing hybrid approaches may not be suitable.

6.4 Symbolic Execution
Several approaches [27], [46], [72], [73] use symbolic execu-
tion to detect data races in device drivers. Symbolic execu-
tion uses a symbolic value to replace the concrete value of a
variable, and explores code paths by recording and solving
path constraints. When exploring code paths, symbolic exe-
cution can perform a lockset analysis and detect data races.
WHOOP [73] is a symbolic-execution based approach to
detecting data races in drivers. It uses over-approximation
and a symbolic pairwise lockset analysis to attempt to prove
a driver race-free. It also uses some optimizations based on
device-driver-domain knowledge to reduce the amount of
analyzed memory regions.

Symbolic execution can achieve high code coverage and
accurately detect data races. However, solving path con-
straints and exploring paths are often time-consuming when
analyzing large and complex driver code.

7 CONCLUSION

In device drivers, many data races are caused by a com-
mon pattern that we call inconsistent locking discipline. To
detect such data races, we propose a hybrid static-dynamic
analysis approach, named SDILP. It uses dynamic analysis
to monitor driver execution and detect data races, and uses
static analysis to reduce runtime overhead and extend the
race-detection results of dynamic analysis. We evaluated
SDILP on 12 Linux device drivers and found 117 new real
data races. 50 of them have been confirmed by driver de-
velopers. Compared to our previous approach DILP, SDILP
achieves lower runtime overhead and finds more data races.
Our results show that static analysis can indeed enhance
dynamic analysis in data-race detection.

SDILP can be improved in some aspects. First, because
SDILP needs to actually run the drivers, it may miss some
driver code and related data races that are not covered by
the test suite. To address this limitation, we plan to introduce
software fault injection and fuzzing techniques to improve
code coverage and detect more data races. Second, besides
data races caused by inconsistent locking discipline, we
plan to improve SDILP to detect other kinds of concurrency
problems, such as atomicity violations and concurrency use-
after-free bugs. Finally, besides Linux device drivers, we
plan to port SDILP to other operating systems to test their
drivers, and to apply SDILP to user-level applications.
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